September 2022

Our homes were mostly built in the 60’s and while they may have “good bones” and “they don’t build them like the use to”
that can cut both ways and for a lot of us there are some things we can do to bring them up to modern home efficiency standards, while adding some creature comforts.
Let me start this article with a disclaimer: I am not a contractor or tradesman, I’m simply a DIYer who HATES throwing away
money on inefficiencies throughout our homes. Over the last couple of years I have been steadily improving our homes energy efficiency and trying to reduce what we spend on utilities while also improving our health and happiness, here are a few of
my favorites so far.
Water: My wife and I moved to Candlelight from a townhome in the heights and no one at any point of my life told me just
how much water sprinklers use. Our first water bill had me calling the city looking for a leak! Turns out our sprinkler controller was running more than it needed to for some reason, instead of banging my head against it until it work, we replaced it
with a smart controller, we used a Rachio 3 but there are a few different types. You give the controller your location, some
info on what is in your sprinkler zones, and info about your area. From there it handles your scheduling and uses live and
predictive weather info to adjust how much it waters. For instance, it waters for a long time 1 day of the week instead of
shorter times daily. It also will skip days if it sees a storm coming or that your location has had rain recently. Conversely if it
does not think a storm will hit you or if it see you will only get a minimal amount of rain it waters that day. After we installed
it, which is a VERY easy job, our water bill decreased drastically, and compared to some neighbors we have asked our bill is
about 40% lower. Best yet, you configure it through an easy to understand app on your phone instead of the convoluted sprinkler interfaces of tradition units. (our plumbing work required we turn it off right at the start of the drought so our yard looks
awful right now but we are coming back!)
Smart Lights: I enjoy technology and I think smart lights and switches are awesome! In our house about 75% of our switches
are smart switches. They allow us to turn off lights from our phones or amazon/google devices with our voice, which scores
high marks on the wife approval scale. In addition, we have schedules on some of them to turn off and on automatically, our
front door light turns on at sunset and then off at around 2AM while security lights stay on from sundown till sunup. You can
also set them to check if they are on and turn off automatically, for instance if your kids or partner leave lights on habitually
you can set them to check and turn off automatically at say midnight. Finally, while on vacation we can set them to turn off
and on automatically and randomly between say sundown and 11:30 PM to make it look like we are still home. We can even
log in remotely to change them to away mode. Kasa brand has been inexpensive, feature rich, and stable for us, they also look
more like traditional switches to help blend in. My favorite, when it is time for bed we can say “Alexa, bedtime” and all the
lights turn off throughout the house, but in our bedroom they turn on so we can get ready for bed, finally “Alexa, goodnight”
turns off all the interior lights and turns on the security lights along with some other actions. Install is also easy but does require electrical work so if you do not feel capable, please call an electrician.
Garage door opener: this may not save money directly, but it saves us from people stealing things out of our wide-open garage
and give me peace of mind. We bought a very cheap Chamberlain MyQ device that adds a sensor to our garage door and
sends notifications to our phones when the door opens or closes. It also lets us remotely open or close the garage door. This
has been great when we are out of the house and a neighbor needs to stop by and borrow something and we can open the door
remotely. It also saves your sanity by allowing you to check to see if you really did close the door when you left. Finally, it also
allows you to setup schedules and automatically checks to see if the door is closed throughout the day, ours checks after we
should be in bed and if we forgot to close the door it will doit for us. It is cheap, easy to install, and is a must in my opinion.
This is part one of a series I plan on doing that may give you an idea or inspiration to look at ways to make your home more
comfortable and in the long run save some money. I encourage you to email me and share what you have found helpful in
your home and
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Have those “must have” Halloween costumes, the
cute season specific outfits, or the outgrown “Go
Texan” boots collecting dust in your closet? What
better way to prepare for all the holiday seasons for
your child and others than with a little help from
your fellow neighborhood moms!
We are excited for our first Sip and (Seasonal Outfit) swap on September 20th. Here is a chance to
clear out some space in your kids’ closets, outfit a
neighbor for the coming holiday, and maybe even
refill that new empty space with something that
might have a better fit!
We will be collecting items that you are willing
to part with prior to the event to help get things a
little more organized. Feel free to drop any items
you are willing to swap at 5103 Alba Road, between now and September 18th.
Examples of items to swap:
• Halloween costumes, accessories, clothing
items with Halloween themes
• Fall themed outfits-turkeys, scarecrows, etc.
•Christmas and winter themed outfits-lights,
snowmen, santa, nativity, red and green colors,
nutcrackers, etc.
• Go Texan Day- boots, hats, plaid shirts,
bandanas
Don’t have anything to swap or no need to “shop”?
Come out any way to fellowship with other Plaza
Moms.
For more information on plaza moms, visit us at
plazamomssociety.wildapricot.org or email us at
plaza.moms.houston@gmail.org

Obscure Vocabulary

A recent article in the Houston Chronical addressed some
concerns I have with my sad lawn’s current health so I am
sharing correspondent Brandi Keller’s advice:
“turf has taken a hit with the drought, but if you have had
rain recently” (which we certainly have had) “it will help
to repair turf die off. The watering schedule is the first
viable to assess. Despite being in drought conditions, it is
common for lawns to exhibit issues form overwatering via
sprinkler systems.
Here are a few descriptions to help you determine if it is a
dieses overwatering or drought. Drought stress can be
confused with fungus and insect problems
Dollar spot fungus typically affects Bermuda grass and
zoysia. Brown of bleached areas start in round and sunken spot, the size of a silver dollar. And evenly grow larger
to form irregular shaped patches.
Brown patch occurs with St. Augustine when the lawn is
overwatered in cooler weather. Brown circular patches
display thinning grass. When the lawn starts to recover,
the center of the rings turns green, appearing as a bull’s
eye.
Take-all root rot is common this time of year. The fungal
disease starts as An irregular brown patch and grown
larger as it spreads. It increases with stress; turf kept too
wet creates an ideal environment for the disease.
Chinch bugs cause irregular patches of dead or stunted
grass with a yellow halo that get large enough to merge.
Upon closer inspection, small insects with black bodies
and white wings can be seen. They thrive in thatch.
Avoid applying fertilizer to lawn that is under stress. Lawn
requires about one inch of water each week. Once we
enter September, little irrigation is needed until the heat
returns next year.

Definition of zephyr

While Bermuda grass can go dormant and recover after
drought stress, St. Augustine (with the exception of Floratum) does not fair so well. symptoms can occur over large
parts of your lawn. Grass leaves may turn a grayish color
and the blades appear curled. Significant loss of turfgrass
can occur during long stretches of drought.”

1: a breeze from the west, a gentle breeze

Time will tell if my poor lawn resurrects!

Zephyr —Noun
Ze-fer

2: any of various lightweight fabrics and articles of
clothing

Did you know? Is national Happy Cat Month?
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